February 9, 2017

US Navy selects BLACK BOX for Voice systems sustainment and upgrade
PITTSBURGH, Feb. 09, 2017 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Black Box Corporation (NASDAQ:BBOX), a leading digital solutions
provider, announced today that it has been awarded a $15 million contract from the US Naval Supply Systems Command
(NAVSUP) for Consolidated Area Telephone Systems support in the greater San Diego, CA area. Black Box will provide
commercial support services to sustain, maintain, and modernize Navy telephone systems and support to improve Naval
communications capabilities in the region.
The contract represents an ongoing effort by the Navy to improve command and control, communications, computing, and
intelligence (C4I) capability sets at Naval Bases globally. Black Box selection will provide the Navy with improved capabilities
in direct support of the legacy systems while enabling them to modernize across myriad platforms at a sustained, and
controlled pace with a partner that offers significant systems support and integration capabilities across all DoD approved
voice and UC platforms.
"We are honored to have been selected and pleased to expand our ongoing work with the Navy to now include sustainment
and transformation support of their voice platforms and services in the greater San Diego area," said Jeff Murray, Vice
President Government Solutions, at Black Box. "Black Box experience with the Navy includes the afloat fleet, middle east,
Asia Pacific, East coast and now West coast of the US across many diverse communication and security platforms. Our job
is to assure that our communications and security systems and services support the mission of the US Navy worldwide."
The Navy CATS program supports Naval communications for Sailors and DoD personnel throughout the region providing
assured real time voice services for all users.
About Black Box
Black Box is a leading digital solutions provider dedicated to helping customers build, manage, optimize, and secure their IT
infrastructure. Black Box delivers high-value products and services through its global presence and more than 3,500 team
members. To learn more, visit the Black Box website at http://www.blackbox.com.
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